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Log In Developer Documentation Latest Release This is mainly a work in progress, but currently contains a working TCP Client, TLS Client/Server, PJSIP stack for incoming/outgoing SIP calls, VoIP stack for Asterisk-Callcenter based softphones. 16.07-beta-1 See also the twitterfeed on the pjsip pugsumi[at]gmail.com page 22.05-alpha-2 18.05-beta-1 10.10-rc-1 15.04-beta-1
29.09-beta-1 30.09-beta-1 10.09-beta-1 32.08-beta-1 09.08-beta-1 38.09-beta-1 21.09-beta-1 27.05-beta-1 24.03-beta-1 03.05-beta-1 03.04-beta-1 23.04-beta-1 20.02-beta-1 01.04-beta-1 13.01-beta-1 01.03-beta-1 28.11-beta-1 This SIP softphone is written in Java as an eclipse RCP application. It uses the pjsip SIP stack for connecting to SIP servers. The phone is tailored to be
used in a Callcenter environment based on asterisk. Take softPhone for a spin to see what it can actually do for you! softPhone Description: The easiest way to setup your softphone is by cloning the repo and then build the project. On windows platform this will be a simple "nmake" step that will compile the.jar files. Alternately you can download the ZIP file and extract it to your
path. Assuming you extract it to C:\Dev\softphone-win With the files in your directory you can now run the following commands to setup softphone as you wish: If you're using a Mac OSX to setup your softphone, you can run the following 2 commands to setup the softphone: These commands will compile the class files, build the jni folder, and build the.jar files. Setting up a
softphone on OSX can be
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- fully integrated sip (both asterisk and free softphone) - think/terminal emulator for j2me mobile devices - java RCP support - easy installation - all packages integrated in one eclipse project softPhone is based on the "open-source softphone", the sipsoftphone project. software Asylum Linux Description Asylum Linux is a distribution designed specifically for routers and firewalls.
The goal of this project is to make the installation and configuration of a firewall/router as easy as possible. It is the only distribution where you don't have to use a web browser to get up and running. It has been released in two versions, this one is a LiveCD that allows you to boot your machine from a CD without installing anything and the other is an offline installer. Maksym
Description Maksym is a full GNU/Linux distribution available for 32-bit and 64-bit Intel x86/AMD64 based computers with support for PAE (Physical Address Extension) available on both 32-bit and 64-bit CPUs. It is based on Debian GNU/Linux, but has less packages than other Debian-based distributions, such as Debian itself. Main features are: support for PAE; availability
of ATI, NVIDIA and Intel driver installation; support for graphics environments (display, games, programming, office, multimedia, etc.); support for MP3 and OGG audio formats; support for Internet radio; support for video streaming and live media; support for IRC (XChat) and for MSN (aMSN) instant messaging protocols; support for screen and VoIP video conferencing (Y-
Tools, Ekiga); support for virtual machines (KVM, QEMU, VirtualBox, VMware, Xen, etc.); support for programming in C (GCC); support for programming in Java (GNU/Linux binary environment in Java SE 6 and 7); support for programming in Python; support for Perl and PHP (Apache + mod_perl) and for Ruby (Apache + mod_ruby); support for shell scripting (sh, bash,
zsh); support for several graphical environments (Linux console, X console, Xfce, KDE, GNOME, etc.); support for virtualization and hardware virtualization; support for telephony (SIP, GPRS, UMTS, SMS, IAX); support for a large number of multimedia formats (MP3, 09e8f5149f
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softPhone is a SIP softphone designed to be used in a Callcenter environment. It supports the widely used VoIP protocols SIP, SDP and RTP as well as H.323, MGCP and IAX. It supports 3 ways of call control, TCP via Asterisk, UDP via Asterisk and UDP via pjsip. The phone is ported to the Asterisk SMPP gateway and using PPP over SCTP (SCTP is the transport protocol of
choice for use in VoIP networks). softPhone is a SIP softphone designed to be used in a Callcenter environment. It supports the widely used VoIP protocols SIP, SDP and RTP as well as H.323, MGCP and IAX. It supports 3 ways of call control, TCP via Asterisk, UDP via Asterisk and UDP via pjsip. The phone is ported to the Asterisk SMPP gateway and using PPP over SCTP
(SCTP is the transport protocol of choice for use in VoIP networks). softPhone is a SIP softphone designed to be used in a Callcenter environment. It supports the widely used VoIP protocols SIP, SDP and RTP as well as H.323, MGCP and IAX. It supports 3 ways of call control, TCP via Asterisk, UDP via Asterisk and UDP via pjsip. The phone is ported to the Asterisk SMPP
gateway and using PPP over SCTP (SCTP is the transport protocol of choice for use in VoIP networks). softPhone is a SIP softphone designed to be used in a Callcenter environment. It supports the widely used VoIP protocols SIP, SDP and RTP as well as H.323, MGCP and IAX. It supports 3 ways of call control, TCP via Asterisk, UDP via Asterisk and UDP via pjsip. The phone
is ported to the Asterisk SMPP gateway and using PPP over SCTP (SCTP is the transport protocol of choice for use in VoIP networks). pjsip is a library written in java for using the SIP protocol in your applications. Its main purpose is to make talking to SIP compliant phones over network is easy and to make phone calls from your application. The library does not have the features
of a full sip softphone, for example with a message client. Its main purpose is to make

What's New in the?

The softphone version adds features and revisions to the SIP softphone such as: * working with asterisk * client side SIP NAT traversal support * HD voice * VAD support, when applied to a peer-to-peer scenario * native AEC - automated echo cancellation support * MSR codec support * MFC codec support * speed improvements - call handling optimization * detecting
embedded MUX (dual or multiple) * intercept access line user events (AGI) * WebRTC support * multi-channel stereo support * testing and debugging support It is also a platform independent software package that can be installed on a linux or windows computer. Features: * multiple implementations of the sip stack * Asterisk 1.x, 2.x and OpenSIPS * java, c#, c++ * install as a
standalone softphone client * Asterisk AGI - use as softphone application on the PBX server * ENCODE plugin - use ENCODE to compress the audio packet and plays it with Asterisk AGI * WSPRITE plugin - for visual representation of the call using a special technique * first sip profile - and other and other * multiple codecs * native support for MSR, ACELP, MFC, GSM and
G729 * call recording (on the PBX server) * built-in DTMF generator * SIP OPTIONS, MESSAGE and INVITE * SIP registration * TCP and TLS connection support * dialplan UI support * additional softphones for Asterisk * softphone app store for Asterisk 1.x (toasterx) * Asterisk config files UI * logging support * full log analysis by asterisk It also supports automated testing
that can be used to detect bugs in the softphone (testSIP) SIP softphone includes: * SIP softphone client * Asterisk AGI (Asterisk Agent Interface) * WSPRITE support * capture audio packets * interception (API) * intercept/replay filter (AINI) * virtual domain support * bridge functions * extension interfaces * SIP traffic analysis * POSIX-like modules (PLM) SIP softphone
calls: * can play outbound SIP softphone
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System Requirements:

* Can be installed and played on PC, MAC, PS4, Xbox One and Switch (NOT on mobile phone, Nintendo Switch, Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, Nintendo Wii U and GameCube) * 16.7 GB required (19 GB recommended) * Supported OS: Windows (64 bit) * RAM: 8 GB * CPU: Intel i5 * GPU: NVIDIA GTX1060 * Storage: 50 GB available space * Sound Card: DirectX11
Compatible * Scanline: 2*Toggles
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